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Spruce up any outfit with your very best accessory— Hairstyled presents 75 deceptively simple techniques
for creating your preferred high-fashion hairstyles.carry out and inventive variants on classic styles,
Hairstyled is your guidebook to getting gorgeous hair every day.t need to be a specialist to get show-
stopping locks.your hair! Decorate your everyday look with a ballerina bun or accessorize with a scarf
bow. Each style has how-to photographs that are easy to follow, and chapters dedicated to a variety of
hair lengths and textures assist you to update your look whether you have a pixie cut or lengthy, curly
tresses. Switch heads at special occasions with the woven crown braid or a regal bouffant. With product
guidelines and countless ideas for accessorizing your ’ You don’
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This has a whole lot of great ideas and a lot of pictures This has a whole lot of great ideas and a lot of
pictures. Make sure you read and get rid of the "claw", it makes women appear to be they have given up.
Great hair style Easy reading and easy to check out! This was an excellent book visually helpful and full
of ideas Y'all, are any of you super into hair and make-up? EASILY were to recommend this reserve I
would say I'd provide it to a young girl (not young female like the reserve implies) person who likes to try
new ideas on her behalf self or other young friends. I really enjoyed Hairstyled! While this is not my go to
hairstyle book, like I was hoping it will be, it does have a lot of great suggestions in it. gasp! Yup and one
is just like me and the other, not so much. She is continuously watching YouTube videos and racking your
brains on how exactly to do new designs. Essentially I made a decision to request this publication to
review from Bloggingforbooks.) Having said that, I do like the hairstyles. It would be a win, win she could
go through it do her locks and the world would be at peace once again and maybe I could obtain my ipad
back again. Well I was enthralled. I opened the book and learned several factors that I hadn't ever noticed
before. You will also find technique for short, medium and long hair, and also straight and curly. It isn't
the easiest to find cute curly hairstyles and this book did concentrate on curly hair. Sadly I'd realistically
use very few of these ideas. This reserve is so great and I really like the example images. Having it's
personal section made it easy to bookmark so that I can very easily go to that section. That is so
challenging for me because I have a hard time figuring out how the front is suppose to appearance. I
understand that could sound actually silly to some people but I'm a visible learner therefore this isn't
helpful to not see the front. I don't wish to spend a lot of time in front of the mirror every day, I want
something fast and simple, but cute is usually an advantage!; So of course I got to try them out because
we've carried out a few hairstyles in our home which were advertised as "fast and easy" but the phrase
false advertising doesn't even start to cover it.Negatives: Some of the hairstyles don't show the front of
the locks. The reserve has great photos and helpful directions..Great table publication aswell. I'm grateful
to bloggingforbooks.com to be able to receive this book for my honest review. Unfortunately
disappointing. From buns to braids to headbanded hairstyles, figure out how to achieve you next look in
five actions or less! I'm all for easy and fast method to get ready and this book made some beautiful hair
styles look fast and easy. Also keep in mind hair for that special night out! The just downside is most of
the designs are targetted at long hair, but a couple of them can be conveniently adapted to short hair too.
My mother also loved this publication. I really like the tips on how to get a retro look! Overall, I was very
disappointed with the publication. We were able to mark pages that we wanted to go back to and flip
through each morning before college to get strategies. While it could be a helpful resource for the
individual who has zero knowledge of hairstyling In general, for me it had been just sort of blah. I felt
some hairstyles didn't bear instructions, nor the attention to even be in the book. They looked sloppy and
juvenile taking into consideration the targeted audience.. Overall, I think there are a few styles I could use,
the various other dated and normally uninspiring ones I can do without. Yeah no, me either. A few of the
styles are easy to perform and others certainly are a bit more complicated (and want the help of another
set of hands). I have to have the ability to see just what I need to be doing and this book hit the mark
properly. Hairstyled by Anne Thoumieux is a great book with 75 tips on how best to braid, pin and
accessorize your hair.It has styles for every locks type including short, straight and curly. I give Hairstyled
4. Hairstyled simply by Anne Thoumieux is a superb book with 75 suggestions on how to braid I have
long hair therefore does my daughter therefore i am always, ALWAYS, seeking for new hairstyles.There
are a handful of ideas that are so simple and so cute. These are the type of hair styles that I am thinking
about. Often times I will just ignore or miss the hairstyle all together if it generally does not have an
image of leading of the locks. When I came across a hairstyle I liked, I found the instructions to be very
simple. It really is hard to use it as a reference while repairing your locks when the pages won't stay
opened. While I like the hairstyles in this book While I like the hair styles in this publication, I do believe



that the pictures accompanying the hairstyles could done a more satisfactory job of showing the way the
style looks from different angles.I received this book clear of blogging for books in exchange for my
honest review and although I am happy to have had the opportunity to examine the book I must say with
this type of book, I am uncertain it is something I would ever buy.*I received a free of charge copy of the
book to examine but all views and views are my own. Great publication for different lengths & There are
designs for all hair lengths (from short to long). There are sections for different hair types and lengths,
and each tutorial is ranked by difficulty and tools/products needed (it's by no means a whole lot - usually
3 or so). I've tried a few the designs. And all of the looks are really easy to accomplish, which is always a
plus in my publication! I also adored that it had really easy guides to check out, with photos, so that you
can better control the hairstyle you would like to go for. That is one of the most comprehensive hairstyle
guides we've come across in a long time. Definitely a great source to have in your beauty book library!
Yes, I liked the book, yes, I'll refer back again to it, but with youtube therefore easily at my fingertips I
would be more apt to research hairstyles with video tutorials instead of buy a book full of them. I'm
gonna become honest and tell you that I can rock a bun and sweat trousers and call it good. If you love
browsing Pinterest for hair ... Each style has the degree of difficulty, items needed to accomplish the hair
style, and directions with pictures. If you value browsing Pinterest for hair tutorials with plenty of photos,
this publication is for you. I did a look that from the HAIRSTYLED by Anne Thoumieux for my blog. Each
hairstyle is provided a level of difficulty rating, tools needed, written instructions along with full color step
by step photos.We received this reserve from Blogging for Books because of this review. Not really what I
expected from a hairstyling book I actually requested ?Hairstyled ?by Anne Thoumieux because I am
absolutely hopeless at hairstyling--or anything hair related, really. I had hoped that book would switch
that and show me some easy styles I could wear on a daily basis and to give me a little more variation
from my regular ponytail/bun/braid spectrum. That didn't happen. Among the hairstyles was actually
wrapping a ribbon around the ponytail. No. Hairstyled simply by Anne Thoumieux displays seventy-five
ways to braid, sculpt, curl, tease and add components to your hair.I would of liked for the book to end up
being spiral bound. The thought of few instructions is nice, but with respect to the skill level, it feels like
in a lot of the styles some instruction is overlooked altogether. it was an excellent balance.. too simple.
Most of the hairstyles I wasn't able to manage on myself therefore i sought out a better resource to try the
reserve. Following the books guidelines on my hair wasn't any easier on her behalf, and we had to
carefully turn to YouTube and/or shape it out ourselves. I was hoping this publication would help me
perform so. I missed there were near enough styles, nor were the directions by any means easy to follow.
Kat ARC received free of charge from Running a blog for Books in exchange for a genuine review Very
helpful book! That isn't what I expect from a hairstyling book. I really do straighten my hair on occasion
so it was good to see all the straight hairstyles aswell;I received this reserve from the publisher in trade for
an honest review. There is a glossary at the trunk to explain the various terms used in describing the hair
styles and how to achieve them. I must say i enjoyed Hairstyled! The book has a wide variety for different
hair types and for different occasions. textures of hair! I had a hard time getting the book back from her.
This publication is so good since it offers 75 different locks tutorials to fix your locks, and there's ones for
each and every different hair length and texture therefore there's a look for anyone to pick from. It
requires patience and practice. So grab a brush and start styling! She got a good time going through it,
and she actually tried a couple of the various looks. The book also display a person uses for scarfs,
barrettes, headbands, and ribbons. It has clear pictures of every step and detailed, apparent instructions
which is a big bonus for me.25 out of 5 stars. I found this very annoying. Specifically how the style is
suppose to appear from the front, since I wanted the reserve to try some brand-new hairdo's on myself
and would of likes to see the front look at of them, or at least the perfect for the front. :/Positives:
Personally, i have curly hair.com for her. Some of the styles shown are the fishtail braid (which may be



the one I desired to understand), The Punk’s Pouf, The Zig Zag Par, and The Hair Bow (reminds me of
Minnie Mouse’s bow).As a hairstylist, I'm always looking for new ways to reinvent mine or others looks. I
also appreciate the tips about how to make locks look actually fuller/thicker. But, I have daughters; I
received this book from Blogging for Books in exchange for my honest review.
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